DESIGNING EFFECTIVE AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

Multi-disciplinary teams for joint development: functional analyses, studies, design, simulation calculations, prototypes and validation tests.
Integration of several functions and technologies for efficient solutions.
Innovation: we develop our skills every day to provide you competitive solutions.

QUALITY & SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Daily shipments of millions of parts worldwide
Supply-chain management to deliver the right quantity at the right time at the right place
Full dedication of our employees to quality and customer satisfaction
100% control of critical and safety requirements
ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949

INDUSTRIAL PERFORMANCE

Materials and surface treatment laboratories and research centres.
Technological expertise to improve production efficiency: cold heading, hot forging, plastic injection, stamping, precision machining, assembly.
Continuous technological development.
Fully vertically-integrated process from raw materials and tooling to final surface treatment.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLINESS

Sustainable activities to improve environmental protection
ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001
Member of the Global Compact - www.globalsustainability.org

Visit our website
LISI AUTOMOTIVE WORLDWIDE
28 Faubourg de Belfort
CS 30019 - 90101 DELLE Cedex - France
Phone +33 3 84 58 63 00
Fax +33 3 84 58 41 40
www.lisi-automotive.com

For more information visit our website: www.lisi-automotive.com
solutions for industry
liSI solutions for Industry

LINK SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRY

liSI AUTOMOTIVE, a division of the liSI Group and a world leader in assembly solutions, designs and manufactures high-added-value link solutions.

thREADED FAStEnERS

Industrial excellence: competitive, optimised facilities that incorporate all the processes in forging and metal working make liSI AUTOMOTIVE a major supplier of threaded fasteners (screws, nuts and washers).

cliPPed SOLutIoNS

Customer proximity: multi-disciplinary teams with a full understanding of your need in order to give the right answer.

Lasting and available: wide range of fasteners giving you quick solutions.

Innovative strength: with our complementary technologies (forging, plastic injection, stamping, assembly), combined with fundamental material knowledge, we increase our skills day by day to provide you with competitive solutions that combine a host of functionalities.

reactivity:
from the beginning of your project to serial deliveries. To design, to develop and to produce plastic and metal clip solutions as well as assembled systems to give you a competitive edge.

finDING solutions for you

Finding solutions for you

lisi AUTOmoTIVE’s skills rely on companies, such as FORMER, KNIPPING, KKP, MECCANOD, NOBEL and RAPID, whose reputation, experience and know-how have left a strong footprint on the industry.

All these abilities add up to multiply liSI AUTOmoTIVE’s technological skills to meet your needs more effectively.

CLIPPED ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS FOR TUBES AND WIRING HARNESSSES

liSI AUTOmoTIVE = Add to Multiply

liSI AUTOmoTIVE is a reliable partner recognised by the major players (OEM’s, suppliers and distributors) of automotive, industrial vehicles, building and house appliances.

sAFETY MECHANICAL COmponents

Technology driven: our know-how in forging, machining, assembly and 100% control processes make liSI AUTOmoTIVE a worldwide recognised supplier of safety mechanical components (brake systems components, occupant safety systems, tube connectors, ball joint pivot, seal mechanism components, etc...).

Ourt COstUMERS
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